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Abstract—The InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) is a promising communication standard for building clusters and system area networks.

However, the IBA specification has left out security aspects, resulting in potential security vulnerabilities, which could be exploited with

moderate effort. In this paper, we view these vulnerabilities from three classical security aspects—confidentiality, authentication, and

availability—and investigate the following security issues. First, as groundwork for secure services in IBA, we present partition-level

and queue-pair-level key management schemes, both of which can be easily integrated into IBA. Second, for confidentiality and

authentication, we present a method to incorporate a scalable encryption and authentication algorithm into IBA, with little performance

overhead. Third, for better availability, we propose a stateful ingress filtering mechanism to block denial-of-service (DoS) attacks.

Finally, to further improve the availability, we provide a scalable packet marking method tracing back DoS attacks. Simulation results of

an IBA network show that the security performance overhead due to encryption/authentication on network latency ranges from

0.7 percent to 12.4 percent. Since the stateful ingress filtering is enabled only when a DoS attack is active, there is no performance

overhead in a normal situation.

Index Terms—Cluster security, InfiniBand Architecture, Galois/Counter Mode, authentication, encryption, availability, DoS.
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1 INTRODUCTION

COMPUTER clustering is a popular trend in academia, as
well as in the industry for high-performance and high-

availability computing. Widespread use of cluster systems
in a diverse set of applications has spurred significant
interest in designing such servers, considering performance,
scalability, and quality of service. However, cluster com-
puter developers have paid more attention to performance
and cost efficiency than to security. As a result, numerous
security loopholes of cluster servers have been revealed
and, consequently, the design of secure clusters has recently
surfaced as a critical issue.

The easiest way to protect clusters is to isolate them
physically, like some government and military agencies do,
but this cannot be a general solution. Instead, reinforcing
firewalls can be a common method, but it is well known that
firewalls cannot prevent all possible threats. First of all,
firewalls are useless at preventing inside attacks [1]. Also,
firewalls scan only certain layers, therefore, there always exist
potential attacks using upper layers. In addition, firewalls
themselves have security vulnerabilities or can be misconfi-
gured to operate improperly. The following are such exam-
ples. Geer reported that several products of well-known
security companies such as Check Point Software Technolo-
gies, Symantec, and Zone Labs had potentially dangerous

flaws that could allow hackers to gain control of the systems,
disable the computers, or cause other problems [2]. Wool
quantified configuration errors of firewalls installed on
several sites. He found that many sites had serious config-
uration errors, and for example, almost 80 percent of firewalls
allowed any service and insecure access to firewalls, which are
not desirable for high security [3].

Besides improving the strength of firewalls, the security
of cluster systems can be enhanced in many other ways. For
example, using secure operating systems (OS) like SELinux,
preventing buffer overflows of server applications, or
partitioning cluster nodes into several logical groups with
different root privileges can improve cluster security.
Among many possible approaches, we focus on secure
communication by encrypting/authenticating communica-
tion data. Protecting communication data prevents potential
eavesdropping on data and passwords, and unauthorized
accesses to cluster nodes. This approach will help build
secure cluster systems, especially when cluster intercon-
nects (which are previously used to connect enclosed
cluster nodes) are being extended to connect external
systems located outside the cluster, as demonstrated in
the Supercomputing Conference 2005, where multiple
clusters and storage systems were connected through a
cluster interconnect [4]. In this environment, the cluster
nodes are liable to security attacks through the extended
cluster interconnects.

We can provide secure communication in two ways:
software-based and hardware-based. However, software-
based security enhancements cannot be proper solutions in
cluster systems where high performance is a primary goal
because such schemes will deteriorate the overall cluster
performance by taking up a great amount of computing
resources of host processors. Furthermore, if the OS or a
user application needs to be deeply involved in the security,
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then significant code modifications are necessary, especially
posing great difficulties to legacy applications. However,
hardware-supported security measures impose little per-
formance overhead, since most security operations will be
done in the hardware, not consuming the host processor’s
computing power. In addition, the secure cluster commu-
nication provided in the cluster interconnect protocol level
will be transparent to applications, resulting in seamless
adoption of secure communication. Therefore, our chal-
lenge is to minimize the performance degradation and
maximize the security transparency while providing secure
communication in cluster.

There are several widely used cluster interconnects.
Myrinet, proposed in 1995, is a switching network with
low-latency cut-through switches [5]. As of November 2006,
15.8 percent of the top 500 supercomputers use Myrinet.
Quadrics has been the interconnect of choice for high-end
supercomputers. As of November 2006, 2.8 percent of
supercomputers are using products from Quadrics. Follow-
ing the success of Ethernet as a local area network, Gigabit
Ethernet is making another success in the high-performance
computing area. Currently, 42.6 percent of supercomputers
are using Gigabit Ethernet. The InfiniBand Trade Association,
an industry consortium, is leading the specification of the
InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) [6]. IBA is a promising I/O
communication standard positioned for building system area
networks that are used in clusters, multiprocessor systems,
and storage area networks. User-level communication
mechanisms in IBA improve the overall system performance
significantly by reducing the communication overhead of the
operating system in message transfer. Among these cluster
interconnects, we investigate the security of IBA, since it has
potential security vulnerabilities due to lack of security
considerations in the current specifications. In addition, an
increasing number of sites are constructing IBA cluster
systems. As highlighted in the recent top-500 supercomputer
list, the number of IBA clusters has been doubled from 36 to 78
in six months. This trend is expected to continue for IBA to
overtake Myrinet.

The main contribution of this paper is to investigate the
following security issues for providing a comprehensive
framework for security enhancement in IBA clusters. First,
we point out the security vulnerabilities of IBA and its
potential threats. By simulating a denial-of-service (DoS)
attack inside an IBA cluster, we show that DoS attacks can
degrade a cluster’s communication performance by up to
two orders of magnitude. Second, we present secret key
management schemes, which can be tightly coupled with
the existing IBA key management, and describe how we can
distribute the keys in IBA securely. Third, we introduce the
scalable adoption of an authenticated encryption scheme,
Galois/Counter Mode (GCM), into IBA, with only minor
modifications to the IBA specifications [7]. Finally, for better
availability, we propose a stateful ingress filtering (SIF) to
block one kind of DoS attack with invalid IBA Keys and
scalable packet marking algorithms to identify the location
of the attackers. Since our scheme filters ports related to
only active DoS attacks instead of all ports, it incurs no
performance overhead in a normal situation. This dynamic
filtering scheme is further enhanced by making it robust to

spoofing attacks with fake source addresses. Our scalable
packet marking algorithms can trace real attackers, regard-
less of routing algorithms in huge regular networks.

We use a comprehensive cycle-accurate simulation
testbed for IBA [8]. Simulation results of a 16-node IBA
network show that the security performance overhead due
to encryption/authentication on network latency is 12.4 per-
cent for 64-byte-long packets. When the packet length
increases, the overhead decreases to as low as 0.7 percent,
with 1,024-bytes-long packets.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We
briefly introduce related work and IBA in Sections 2 and 3,
respectively. In Section 4, we elaborate on security vulner-
abilities of the current IBA after introducing security
background. Section 5 presents a comprehensive frame-
work to enhance IBA security, and its security and
performance are analyzed in Sections 6 and 7, respectively,
followed by the concluding remarks in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

There has been some research to improve the security inside
clusters. Yurcik et al. introduced a new concept called
emergent security properties to identify the security
characteristics unique to clusters, which can be used to
develop a unified monitoring tool for clusters [9]. Pourzan-
di proposed a new security model called the distributed
security infrastructure [10]. It supports a fine-grained
clusterwide security enforcement on distributed applica-
tions by providing a process-level resource and access
control [11]. Foster et al. proposed a communication library
allowing programmers to communicate securely in geogra-
phically distributed computing environments [12], which
suitably provides well-organized security in Grid. Connelly
and Chien focused on incorporating confidentiality in
remote procedure calls in tightly coupled applications.
They applied traditional security functions such as trans-
position, substitution, and data padding on the marshalling
layer [13]. Their performance analysis showed that encryp-
tion can be used in clusters with a minimal performance
impact. Dimitrov and Gleeson presented security enhance-
ment methods at three levels: network host interfaces,
system area networks, and communication protocols [14].
Their approach is systematic enough to be considered as a
guideline for enhancing the security of Myrinet or VIA-
based clusters, but it is not compatible with the most recent
IBA specification. An overview of various cluster inter-
connects and their security issues are well described in [15].

3 INFINIBAND ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we introduce some features of IBA that are
relevant to our security enhancement in IBA. IBA is a high-
speed switched interconnect connecting end nodes such as
processor nodes, I/O units, and routers to build clusters
and system area networks. An IBA consists of one or more
subnets, and each subnet is a set of end nodes, switches,
and its common subnet manager (SM). A channel adapter
(CA), similar to a network interface card, connecting a
processor node or an I/O node to the IBA network is called
a host CA or a target CA. One or more ports in a CA can be
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connected to the IBA fabric through serial links. IBA links
provide various speeds—from 2.5 up to 120 Gbps.

A queue pair (QP) is a pair of work queues—a send
queue and a receive queue—for a consumer (or a process).
When a consumer wants to send data to another consumer,
a send request is queued up to the send queue, and its CA
executes the request by getting data from the user memory
and sending them to the other consumer’s receive queue.
According to connection and acknowledgment modes, a QP
is categorized as one of these five types: reliable connection,
unreliable connection, reliable datagram, unreliable data-
gram, and raw datagram. Although a connection-oriented
QP can communicate with its connected QP only, a
datagram QP can communicate with multiple datagram
QPs. A reliable QP provides the acknowledgment service,
guaranteeing the in-order communication without error or
duplication. Since the raw datagram is designed to interact
with non-IBA components, it is not our focus.

Among the many features of IBA, Management, Partition,
and Key are closely related to our design for security
enhancement in IBA. First, an SM manages a subnet by
configuring and managing routers, switches, and CAs in the
subnet. Each node should have a subnet management agent
to communicate with the SM. Second, IBA Keys are used to
provide isolation and protection. Currently, five types of IBA
Keys are specified as follows: Management Key (M_Key),
Baseboard Management Key (B_Key), Partition Key (P_Key),
Queue Key (Q_Key), and Memory Key (L_Key and R_Key).
The use of each Key is summarized in [16].

A packet carries one or more IBA Keys, and the receiving
CA compares the delivered Keys with the stored Keys in the
CA. If the two are identical, then the packet can access the
node’s resource, but if not, then the packet is discarded.
Third, a partition is defined as a collection of CA ports that
can communicate with each other to provide the exclusive
resource sharing. The partition is managed by a partition
manager, but since the partition manager is usually a
function of the SM, in this paper, we consider that the SM
manages the partitioning.

4 SECURITY THREAT IN IBA

In this section, we describe the basic security background
and assumptions of our research and point out IBA security
vulnerabilities and their potential attacks, which motivated
our research.

4.1 Security Background

Confidentiality involves a restricted access to the data sent
by a sender only to a designated receiver. Encryption
scrambles an original plaintext into a ciphertext by using an
encryption key, whereas decryption recovers the original
plaintext from the ciphertext by using a decryption key. The
Counter (CTR) mode is a commonly used encryption mode
[17]. An input of the encryption function is neither a
plaintext nor a ciphertext, but just a counter. An encryption
function encrypts this counter to generate an encrypted
counter, often called a keystream, which is XORed with a
plaintext to make a ciphertext. Decryption should use the
same counter to recover the original plaintext by generating
the same keystream.

Authentication allows two parties to agree that a
received message is authentic and not modified or forged.
In this research, we use GCM, which combines encryption
and authentication by using Galois Field (GF) multiplica-
tion and CTR mode encryption for a faster authenticated
encryption [7]. Its detail operation will be presented in
Section 5.2.

Availability refers to the “timely and reliable access to
data and information services for authorized users [18].”
Availability has become more important with respect to the
Internet because of the increase of DoS attacks. In our
research, we will propose a scalable and dynamic scheme to
block DoS attacks only when necessary. A more extensive
introduction to security can be found in [19].

4.2 Basic Assumptions

Before identifying and solving the security vulnerabilities of
IBA, we assume the following constraints:

. The CA/switch/router can be compromised.

. Each of those devices has a tamper-resistant storage,
the contents of which cannot be read or modified
from outside the device. The contents are only
accessible by its SM with a legitimate key.

. Attacking the traffic can have spoofed source
addresses.

4.3 Vulnerabilities and Threats

4.3.1 Confidentiality

Since IBA does not provide any encryption and decryption
method, eavesdropping attacks, with help from compro-
mised switches and CAs, will succeed in acquiring all
communicating data. We call this a Type I attack. This
vulnerability is critical, especially when a cluster processes
classified data.

4.3.2 Authentication

A resource to be protected has its own Key such as P_Key or
L_Key and R_Key. Any captured packets that carry legitimate
Keys will expose these plaintext Keys and allow a hacker to
generate illegal traffic with the Keys, referred to as a Type II
attack. If this illegal traffic is using fake source addresses, then
it will be hard to find in which port the attacker is attached.
We classify this attack as a Type III attack.

4.3.3 Availability

An attacker who does not even know any legitimate Key
can stage a DoS attack by sending tremendous traffic to a
victim node. Although the traffic will be discarded at the
victim nodes because of the illegal Key, the traffic can affect
other normal traffic when it passes through the network.
We define this attack as a Type IV attack.

4.4 A Simulation of a DoS Attack

To show the impact of the DoS attack, we simulate a DoS
attack on an IBA testbed. We partition 16 nodes of the IBA
network into four partitions and choose the attacker nodes
randomly. The attacker nodes randomly select victim nodes
and generate illegal traffic at their full speed (2.5 Gbps, 1X
IBA link). Other nonattacker nodes communicate with each
other in the same partition. Our simulation uses two kinds
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of traffic: real time and best effort. Real-time traffic is
injected at a fixed rate and has a higher priority than best-
effort traffic in intermediate switches. By using a best-effort
attacking traffic, we can see its effect on real-time traffic and
on other best effort traffic.

Fig. 1a shows how a real-time traffic is affected by an
illegal best effort traffic. With no attacker, the average end-
to-end latency is around 20 �s. The figure clearly shows that
the latency could increase by as much as 50 �s when even
one attacker dumps traffic. As more attackers are added, the
average latency increases up to 120 �s. Fig. 1b shows how
the illegal best effort traffic degrades other legal best effort
traffic. Its average latency increases more dramatically than
that of the real-time traffic. This is because the real-time
traffic has a higher priority than best-effort traffic.

5 SECURITY ENHANCEMENT IN IBA

Security vulnerabilities are inevitable, as long as IBA
packets continue to carry plaintext IBA Keys for their
access control. To remove such vulnerabilities, we propose
that IBA use traditional cryptographic methods. Our main
goal is to integrate encryption and authentication into IBA
not only with minor modifications to the IBA specification,
but also with only marginal performance overhead. For this,
new cryptographic keys, in addition to IBA Keys, are
necessary. Therefore, we first propose new key manage-
ment schemes to manage and distribute the keys. Based on
these key management schemes, we describe how GCM can
be integrated into IBA and then propose an efficient
mechanism to block DoS attacks and a scalable packet
marking scheme to trace back DoS attacks that use fake
source addresses.

5.1 Secret Key Management in IBA

To provide any security service, it is mandatory to have an
efficient and secure key management scheme. Since the
existing key management of the current IBA is not designed
for security, we propose two new key management schemes:
partition-level and QP-level key managements. The parti-
tion-level key management enforces that all communications
inside a partition use the same secret key. This scheme
ensures that data communications are secure against attacks
by a hacker located in a different partition. This is simple to
implement because each CA only has to maintain the same
number of secret keys as partition keys. However, this

scheme is vulnerable to security attacks originating from the
same partition. To remove this problem, we propose to use
the QP-level key management for finer-grained security.
Since QP is the smallest communication entities, the QP-level
key management will guarantee confidentiality and integrity
for all QP communications. Both management schemes can
be adopted into IBA without significant changes in the
specification. We choose the symmetric key mechanism for
better performance.

5.1.1 Partition-Level Key Management

In this key management, a secret key will be created and
assigned to each partition. All components in each partition,
like switches and CAs, should have its secret key. The secret
key is used to make a message authentication code (MAC)
and encrypt every packet transferred within the partition.
Even though P_Keys are still available in packets, the
exposure of the P_Keys does not pose any further threats,
since the encryption/authentication relies on its secret key
and not on the P_Keys. Therefore, even if an attacker
captures IBA packets, he cannot make legitimate packets
with the captured P_Keys because the attacker does not
know their secret keys. This partition-level key manage-
ment removes the aforementioned Type I and Type II
attacks coming from different partitions.

There are several advantages of this scheme. First, every
IBA packet should carry a partition key, whereas other IBA
Keys may not be carried, so it is easy to enforce security
throughout the network. Second, since the number of
partitions is often small, the number of secret keys will
not be so large, thus requiring a small amount of space for
the key management. Last, this key management makes use
of the well-defined key management mechanisms of IBA by
adding one more column into the existing Key tables. The
current IBA key management, therefore, can successfully
manage new secret keys along with its IBA Keys. However,
this key management has a disadvantage in that it cannot
block attacks originating from the same partition. This is
because CAs automatically decrypt and authenticate in-
coming packets, as long as the packets have the same P_Key
as the CA.

5.1.2 QP-Level Key Management

In order to remove aforementioned threats inside the
partition, we alternatively propose the QP-level key
management scheme: two connection-oriented QPs share
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a temporary secret key, referred to as a session key, and a
connectionless QP has its own secret key that can be sent to
other connectionless QPs. There are two benefits of
implementing the QP-level key management. One is that
even in the same partition, Type I and Type II attacks are
not viable without a legitimate QP secret key. The other
benefit is that it also removes additional threats resulting
from the exposure of other IBA Keys. For example, even if
an R_Key is exposed to a hacker, he cannot access the
corresponding remote memory without the QP’s secret key.
Therefore, the QP-level key management provides a fine-
grained key management enough to secure all communica-
tions in IBA.

5.1.3 Initial Key Distribution

To use the aforementioned key management schemes, it is
necessary to distribute secret keys securely. We first define
two basic keys, a CA secret key (CA_SK) and an SM secret
key (SM_SK), on which subsequent key distributions
depend. A CA_SK is a unique secret key assigned to each
CA by its manufacturer and stored in each CA’s tamper-
resistant storage.1 A manufacturer passes this key offline,
assumed to be secure, to an IBA cluster administrator.
Therefore, since the administrator has all the secret keys of
the CAs in the cluster, he can access any CA by using the
CA’s secret key. The other basic key SM_SK is assigned to
each subnet by the administrator and stored in SM’s CA.
Then, the SM distributes its secret key to all the CAs in its
subnet as follows:

1. SM sends SM_SK to all CAi in the subnet:

ECA SKi
ðSM SKÞ:

2. CAi decrypts SM_SK:

SM SK ¼ DCA SKi
ðECA SKi

ðSM SKÞÞ:

Note that MAC is not described for simplicity, and
EKðTÞ and DKðTÞ represent that a plaintext T is encrypted
and decrypted by a secret key K, respectively. Since the
SM_SK is encrypted using the receiving CA’s secret key, the
distribution is secure. The decrypted SM_SK is stored in
each CA. One concern in storing the SM_SK in CAs is that a
non-SM node might use the SM_SK inappropriately. There-
fore, each CA needs to be hardwired so as not to decrypt or
authenticate normal packets by using the SM_SK. If there
are multiple subnets in an IBA network, then each subnet
has its own SM_SK, and SMs should communicate securely
with each other. For this purpose, the administrator defines
a shared SM secret key SSM_SK to be shared by all SMs.

5.1.4 Partition-Level Key Distribution

In the partition-level security, a partition secret key P_SK is
created and distributed as follows:

1. SM sends P_SK to all CAs in the subnet:

ESM SKðP SKÞ:

2. CAi decrypts P_SK:

P SK ¼ DSM SKðESM SKðP SKÞÞ:

When a partition is created across several subnets, one SM
transfers the P_SK to other SMs to distribute it inside their
own subnets:

1. SM sends P_SK to all SMs in other subnets:

ESSM SKðP SKÞ:

2. SMj decrypts P_SK:

P SK ¼ DSSM SKðESSM SKðP SKÞÞ:

3. SMj sends P_SK to CAi in the subnet:

ESMj SKðP SKÞ:

4. CAi decrypts P_SK:

P SK ¼ DSMj SKðESMj SKðP SKÞÞ:

From now on, all communications inside the partition can
be encrypted and authenticated by P_SK.

5.1.5 QP-Level Key Distribution

For QP-level security, there are two secret key setup
processes, depending on the type of communication. When
a consumer wants a connection-oriented communication,
the source CA creates a session key randomly and then
sends a request message (REQ) containing the session key
to a destination CA. If the destination CA accepts the
request, then the CA creates a connection-oriented QP,
decrypts the session key, and then replies with a reply
message (REP) containing the destination QP’s information.
The session key is used to encrypt and authenticate all the
following messages between the two QPs.

To protect the session key distribution, we assume that
every pair of CAs in a partition has a unique secret key. Let
CA SKij be a secret key for communication between CAi

and CAj and let CA SKij ¼ CA SKji. Therefore, an REQ
from CAi to CAj is encrypted using CA SKij. The SM
generates all n-to-n keys and distributes the keys to all CAs
beforehand. Based on this secret key, the session key
distribution is described as follows:

1. CAi sends an REQ message to CAj containing a
session key SKl:

REQð. . . ;ECA SKij
ðSKlÞÞ:

2. CAj decrypts SKl:

SKl ¼ DCA SKji
ðECA SKij

ðSKlÞÞ:

3. CAi sends data to CAj: ESKl
(Data).

4. CAj sends data to CAi: ESKl
(Data).

After step 2, CAi and CAj can send data using SKl at any
time in steps 3 and 4.
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In contrast to a connection-oriented QP, a datagram QP can
communicate with more than one QP. To control accesses to
this QP, each datagram QP carries the destination QP’s
Q_Key, and an access to this QP is allowed only if the Q_Key
in the requesting packet is the same as the one in the receiving
QP. Therefore, before two datagram QPs send data, they need
to exchange packets to know each other’s Q_Key. As noted
earlier, the Q_Key in the packet is also plaintext, so it is
vulnerable to the capturing attack. To prevent this problem,
we propose that a secret key be assigned to each Q_Key and
exchanged. The following explains a reliable datagram QP’s
communication establishment steps. In an unreliable data-
gram communication, SIDR_REQ and SIDR_REP are used
instead of REQ and REP:

1. CAi sends an REQ message to CAj containing a
session key SKl:

REQð. . . ;Q Keylocal;ECA SKij
ðSKlÞÞ:

2. CAj decrypts SKl:

SKl ¼ DCA SKji
ðECA SKij

ðSKlÞÞ:

3. CAj sends an REP message to CAi containing
another session key SKr:

REPð. . . ;Q Keyremote;ECA SKji
ðSKrÞÞ:

4. CAi decrypts SKr:

SKr ¼ DCA SKij
ðECA SKji

ðSKrÞÞ:

5. CAi sends data to CAj:

ESKr
ðDataÞ;Q Keyremote:

6. CAj sends data to CAi:

ESKl
ðDataÞ;Q Keylocal:

The space to store a 128-bit session key in request and
reply packets is available in the PrivateData field in the
packet formats. The space overhead for storing 1-to-n secret
keys, CA SKij, in each CA is 128 bits times the number of
CAs in its partition. If a partition consists of 210 CAs, then
the total space is 20,480 bytes, including 32 bits of MAC for
each secret key. If the tamper-resistant storage cannot hold
all secret keys, then they can be stored in normal memory in
encrypted form.

The initial overhead for generating and distributing all
CA_SKs is analyzed as follows: Those secret keys are
random numbers, and they can be generated by the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) function in the CTR

mode [20]. In a partition with 210 CAs, the total number of
SA_SKs is 218. Since a recent hardware implementation of
AES can encrypt at 30 � 70 Gbps, it can generate all the
secret keys within a second, assuming that the length of a
secret key is 128 bits long. An SM needs to distribute all the
secret keys sequentially. If an IBA cluster has a 2.5-Gbps
link, assuming a 1,024-byte-long packet is carrying a secret
key, then it will take also less than 1 second to send out all
the packets. Considering a fairly long operation time of
cluster systems, our approach is scalable to even larger
networks, since such a small initial overhead will be easily
amortized.

5.2 Message Encryption and Authentication in IBA

Now, we will explain where an MAC is to be located in
each packet and show an example of how an authenticated
encryption algorithm GCM is integrated into IBA.

Cyclic Redundancy-Check (CRC) codes are widely used
for error detection on data communication. IBA defines
three types of CRC—Invariant CRC (ICRC), Variant CRC
(VCRC), and Link Packet CRC (LPCRC)—as shown in Fig. 2
(only ICRC and VCRC are depicted). ICRC covers all
invariant fields from the Local Route Header (LRH) to
I Data, not covering the variant fields that the switches or
routers can change. In contrast, VCRC covers the LRH up to
the last byte before the VCRC. If some fields are changed in
a switch or a router, then the VCRC is calculated again.
LPCRC is present at the end of all Link packets. The only
Link packet in the current IBA specification is the flow-
control packet, so we do not consider LPCRC.

Our main idea is to use the ICRC field as the MAC
location, as depicted in Fig. 2. We can gain two advantages
in using the ICRC field. First, ICRC does not change from
end to end. It only covers static fields, so it can be
considered as a transport-level CRC. Since the authentica-
tion is an end-to-end transport feature, the ICRC field is a
nice fit for the MAC location. The second advantage is that
we do not have to change the IBA packet format, which is
extremely important. By having ICRC as a default and
MAC as an option, the original drivers that use ICRC do not
have to be changed. Therefore, our idea will become fully
compatible with the current IBA.

To accommodate various authentication algorithms, the
Reserved field of Base Transport Header (BTH) is used to
identify authentication algorithms. BTH is a basic header
that every transport packet carries. If the value is zero, then
the packet is using the original ICRC. A nonzero value
indicates that an authentication algorithm is in use, and an
MAC is stored in the ICRC field. This can be exploited to
provide an on-demand authentication service. For instance,
suppose that in a partition, a very important job is running.
The administrator can enable the authentication for that
partition by using MAC instead of ICRC. Since the
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Fig. 2. IBA Packet format with MAC. ICRC covers all invariant fields from LRH to I Data to detect errors on the data communication. Since ICRC does

not change end to end, we propose to use this field as the MAC location that will carry MAC in the security enhanced IBA (LRH, GRH, BTH,

Extended Transport Header (ETH), ICRC, and VCRC).



authentication can be disabled and enabled at any time, our
mechanism provides the flexible authentication service.

Although any encryption/authentication algorithm can
be used for a secure IBA, it will be very helpful to take one
algorithm and show its performance because we can
estimate the performance impact of our approach in real
systems. We choose GCM, since it has two main advantages
in terms of security and speed. The security strength of
GCM is the same as the strength of its block cipher [21], [7].
Since we use AES in this research, and it is considered to be
secure without any serious weakness until now, the
confidentiality of each IBA packet can be improved greatly.
With duplicate hardware, the whole authentication can be
done in parallel in several additional cycles after the AES
computation [7].

Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of GCM to encrypt and
authenticate packets by using AES. A Packet Sequence
Number (PSN) and its sequential numbers are encrypted
and XORed with plaintexts to generate ciphertexts. The
header of a packet and ciphertexts are multiplied in a GF to
generate an MAC. This architecture can fully utilize the
pipelined AES, as shown in Fig. 3a. The parallelism can be
further exploited by the use of the multiple encryption
units, as depicted in Fig. 3b. A 12X IBA network can be
extended in the same way. Note that the Tag calculation
only requires the previous results. The performance over-
head coming from this delay will be analyzed in Section 7.

5.3 Stateful Ingress Filtering

Until now, we described how we can provide confidenti-
ality and authentication services in IBA. In this section, we
explain how we can mitigate the DoS (Type IV) attack
problems for better availability.

This vulnerability stems from the fact that IBA Key
checking is done in the destination nodes. A straightfor-
ward remedy is to make all switch ports filter out the
packets carrying illegal Keys. We call this method the
Duplicate Table (DT) scheme. However, this is very

inefficient in terms of memory usage and network
performance because every switch port has to maintain a
partition table, and all packets should be checked at every
hop. For example, when a network consists of n nodes and s
switches with r ports, and all nodes join the same number of
p partitions, where k is the length of a partition key in bytes,
each switch will need r � p � k bytes to store partition tables,
which means that r � p � s � k bytes will be used in total for
the whole network, as shown in Table 1. Let fðiÞ be the time
that a lookup table function f takes to search an entry from
a table having i entries. DT will take fðpÞ at every hop, thus
requiring h � fðpÞ to route a packet to a destination with h,
an average of hop counts.

To remove the high overhead of DT, Ingress Filtering
(IF), commonly used on the Internet, can be adopted in IBA.
In IF, the packet filtering is applied to ingress ports that are
directly connected to nodes. If all invalid P_Key packets are
filtered out at ingress ports, then it is not necessary to check
at intermediate hops. Therefore, IF can increase the memory
and network efficiency by using less memory and taking
shorter time, as shown in Table 1, where n

s is the average
number of nodes directly connected per switch.

Still, however, there are redundant operations in IF
because it is necessary to look up P_Key tables in all ingress
ports, regardless of whether a DoS attack is occurring or
not. To remove such redundancy, we propose SIF, which
filters attacking traffic only when attacks are active. To
decide when and where to enable filtering, we propose to
use a trap message. In IBA, when an incoming packet’s Key
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Fig. 3. GCM architecture using AES. In the sender side, an original data M is divided into multiple 128-bit-long messages,M½1�;M½2�; . . . ;M½m�. This
substring is encrypted by XORing the result of the encryption of PSNþ i. The first input of MultH is the header of the packet, and the subsequent
inputs are the encrypted substrings E½i�. Note that due to the pipelining capability of recent AES and MultH hardware, adjacent substrings are
encrypted and authenticated in parallel with a small pipelining delay. The receiver’s architecture is almost similar, except that E½i� and M½i� are
switched. GCM 4X utilizes four AES hardware to keep up with 4X InfiniBand speed. Since there is no dependence between AES blocks, it can get a
nearly linear speedup. (a) 1X GCM. (b) 4X GCM.

TABLE 1
Partition Enforcement Overhead



does not match the receiver’s Key, the receiver optionally

sends a trap message to its SM. We suggest that this trap

message convey the invalid Keys and the packet’s source

address. When the SM receives the trap message, it will find

the switch port connected to the attacking node and enable

the filtering of the port.
Note that this filtering needs invalid Keys and not valid

Keys. Since the current IBA switches have a table of valid

P_Keys designed for the partition enforcement, we intro-

duce a table of invalid P_Keys, referred to as Invalid_P_

Key_Table. When the SM receives a trap message, it registers

the invalid P_Key to its Invalid_P_Key_Table. To disable

this filtering when attacks end, we define Ingress P_Key

Violation Counter in switch ports. It counts the number of

invalid P_Keys sent from the filtered node. If the Ingress

P_Key Violation Counter does not increase for some time,

then the contents of Invalid_P_Key_Table will be flushed,

and the IF will be disabled. Consequently, since SIF will be

activated only when a node is injecting packets with invalid

P_Keys and only where the attacking traffic is coming from,

it will eliminate all the redundant filtering operations of DT

and IF.
One concern is that the Invalid_P_Key_Table might grow

bigger than the valid P_Key_Table, as an attacker uses

many invalid P_Keys. In this case, to prevent the long

lookup table time, the IF needs to look up P_Key_Table to

pass the legitimate traffic with valid P_Keys. The Ingress

P_Key Violation Counter still needs to be counted because if

it does not change for some time, then the switch’s port has

to return to the normal operation. When disabling filtering,

it is necessary to flush Invalid_P_Key_Table and reset

Ingress P_Key Violation Counter. Due to this, any attempts

to stage a DoS attack on the SM by triggering multiple trap

messages will also be blocked soon. This is because once the

number of invalid P_Keys becomes larger than the valid

P_Key_Table, only packets with valid P_Keys will be

passed.
SIF’s overhead depends on how often DoS attacks are

occurring and how many invalid P_Keys are used for the

attacks. Let PrðnÞ be the probability that one node joins a

P_Key attack and let p0 be the number of invalid P_Keys

used in the P_Key attacks. The memory overhead for one

switch is n
s �Minðp0; pÞ � k bytes, and the lookup table

operation will be PrðnÞ � fðMinðp0; pÞÞ, where Minðp0; pÞ is

the minimum between p0 and p. By limiting the maximum

p0, the memory overhead will be smaller than or equal to

that of DT or IF. Furthermore, considering that DoS attacks

are not occurring often, the low PrðnÞ will make the lookup

table overhead of SIF negligible.

5.4 Source Identification Scheme in IBA

One more concern to implement the SIF is that a
compromised node may use fake source addresses, referred
to as spoofing. In this case, the SIF would block wrong ports.
Since IBA allows the software to choose which source
address will be used in an outgoing packet, spoofing is
possible if a hacker successfully manipulates the address
information in a CA.

To remove this problem, a source identification scheme
capable of tracing back the real attackers is necessary. In
[22], Aljifri categorized traceback methods into four
categories: link testing, logging, ICMP-based traceback,
and packet marking. Since link testing and ICMP-based
traceback should generate additional traffic, they will
degrade the overall performance of the cluster. Logging
requires additional storage and computing power in
routers/switches, which is not desirable due to additional
costs. In contrast, the marking schemes proposed in [23],
[24], [25] simply mark (or write) some information in
packets while routing the packets to help the receiving
nodes investigate where the attacking traffic comes from.
Since marking schemes do not cause additional overhead,
except additional marking time in each switch, we choose to
develop a marking scheme in this study.

5.4.1 Marking Field in IBA

The first requirement to use any marking scheme is an
additional space in an IBA packet to mark on, referred to as
Marking Field (MF). An IBA packet uses different headers
relying on where a destination node is located. If a
destination and a source nodes are located in the same
subnet, then LRH is enough to switch inside a subnet.
However, IBA specifies that a Global Route Header (GRH)
can be used within a subnet by setting the link-local prefix
to 1111111010, as depicted in Fig. 4a. If the two commu-
nicating nodes are located in different subnets, then the
GRH is necessary to route these packets properly. For this,
the destination address should set the site-local prefix to
1111111011, as described in Fig. 4b. Therefore, the 10-bit
prefix indicates whether a packet’s destination node is
inside the site. If a packet is leaving a site, then we do not
mark the packet. Otherwise, 54 and 38 bits of a destination
address are set to zeroes. We suggest using the common
38 bits as the MF.

5.4.2 Deterministic Packet Marking

In a deterministic marking algorithm, each switch (or
router) writes its own information such as switch indexes
in every packet’s MF. When a cluster is not so big, end
nodes and switches are usually connected in a tree
structure. For example, the lowest level switches equipped
with tens of ports are connecting the end nodes, and those
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Fig. 4. GRH address format. GRH can be in use both within a subnet and between subnets by using link-local prefix 1111111010 and site-local prefix

1111111011, respectively. Sixty-four bits are used for addressing inside a subnet, and an additional subnet address (16 bits) is necessary for

addressing between subnets. The commonly unused 38 bits of two formats can be used as the MF. (a) Link-local address format. (b) Site-local

address format.



switches are connected to upper level switches hierarchi-
cally. In this environment, all hops can be most likely
recorded in the MF. If there are n switches in a cluster, then
b38= lognc hops can be recorded in the 38-bit MF. Alter-
natively, each switch’s port index can be recorded instead of
the switch index. In this method, with the 38 bits MF,
b38= log pc hops will be traced back, where p is the
maximum number of ports in switches.

We show an example of a deterministic packet marking
on a fat tree, which is the most popular network topology in
IBA clusters. Fig. 5a depicts a three-level fat tree in a logical
view. As the level goes up, the bandwidth of each link is
squared to provide nonblocking switching. Before marking
packets, each port is first numbered in its switch by using
log p bits, where p is the number of ports in the switch. In
Fig. 5a, 2-bit port numbers are shown next to links.
Accordingly, an address of a leaf node is the concatenation
of the port numbers from the top-level switch to the lowest
level switch. For example, the address of node 6 is
(00,01,10).

To identify a source node, when a packet traverses to
upper levels, each switch writes down the index of the port
that the packet comes through. For example, the lowest
switch marks 10 on the packets coming from node 6, so
their MF will be (�, �, 10). Then, 01 and 00 are written at
the upward switches. As a result, the MF field will have
(00,01,10) at the top-level switch, which is exactly the same
as node 6’s address. A real implementation of the fat tree
using a simple small-sized switch is depicted in Fig. 5b.
Even though packets coming from one leaf node can take
different upward paths, the recorded MF values are always
the same because each switch records a port number and
not a switch index. As described in Fig. 5b, although the
packets from node 6 take four different paths, all the
recorded values are (00,01,10). When the maximum number
of ports is p, a 38-bit MF will record at most b38= log pc hops.
Assuming that all intermediate nodes are switches, and leaf
nodes are computing nodes or storage nodes, the maximum
size of cluster that the 38-bit MF supports is pb38= log pc, as
summarized in Table 2.

However, when a cluster consists of tens or hundreds of

thousands of nodes with regular interconnects such as mesh

and hypercube, the average number of hops becomes so

large that deterministic packet marking schemes cannot

work. For example, the diameter of a 20 � 20 mesh network

is 39, where diameter is the longest hop in the shortest paths

between any pair of nodes. Furthermore, when the routing

is not static but adaptive, recording all hops becomes

impossible because a routing path can be much longer than

the shortest path, depending on the current network

condition. Therefore, the deterministic marking schemes

will be inapplicable to large networks with regular

topologies or adaptive routing schemes.
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Fig. 5. Deterministic packet marking on a three-level fat tree. As a packet goes up, each switch marks an incoming port’s number in the packet’s MF.

Marking completes when a packet reaches the top-level switch. This marking scheme works for a fat tree built by a large number of minimal basic

switches, since this scheme marks only port numbers and not switch indexes. (a) Logical topology. (b) An implementation using eight-port basic

switches.

TABLE 2
Scalability of Deterministic Packet Marking Scheme



5.4.3 Deterministic Distance Packet Marking

To alleviate this problem, we propose the Deterministic
Distance Packet Marking (DDPM) scheme. This scheme
records only the relative distance from the current position
of a packet to the source node, without keeping track of
intermediate paths. For example, in an n-dimensional mesh,
we locate a node X by using its coordinate ðx0; x1; . . . ; xn�1Þ.
A relative distance between two nodes X ðx0; x1; . . . ; xn�1Þ
and Y ðy0; y1; . . . ; yn�1Þ can be defined as a vector
V ðv0; v1; . . . ; vn�1Þ, where vi ¼ yi � xi. This vector is the
coordinate difference. There is a unique distance vector
between any two nodes in the network. That is, with a
distance vector V , node Y identifies a unique node X.

In each hop, each packet’s distance vector is updated. V is
set to a zero vector when a packet first enters a switch from a
node, which is hardcoded in the switch or CA. After the
switch decides the next hop, it updates the distance vector. In
regular networks, a packet moves by one hop in one
dimension at each switching. Therefore, at each hop, one vi
is added or subtracted according to the routing direction.
After a switch stores the new distance vector V in the MF, the
switch transmits the packet to the next switch. The full
algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.RoutingðÞ is a function
that returns the next node coordinate. Extract MF ðÞ returns
a distance vector from the GRH header, and Store MF ðÞ
stores it in the header. Regardless of the intermediate routing
paths, the final distance vector V is the exact difference from
the source to the destination node. Therefore, the destination
can identify the source node instantly with only one packet.

Fig. 6a shows an example that a packet traverses a 2D
mesh adaptively from (1,1) and (2,3). The distance vector
changes as follows: (0,0), (1,0), (2,0), (2,-1), (1,-1), (1,0), (1,1),
and (1,2). When (2,3) node receives the distance vector (1,2),
it can subtract (1,2) from (2,3) and quickly identify the
source (1,1). In the hypercube in Fig. 6b, the distance vector
changes as follows: (0,0,0), (1,0,0), (1,0,1), (0,0,1), (0,1,1),
(0,1,0), and (1,1,0). (0,0,0) can identify the source (1,1,0) by
XORing its coordinate (0,0,0) and the distance vector (1,1,0).
Note that in hypercube, XORing is used instead of
subtraction.

The DDPM can support a larger number of nodes as
compared to the deterministic marking algorithm, regardless
of the routing policies. To support an� n 2D mesh and torus,
half of the 38-bit MF contains the distance in one dimension.
The distance can be negative, so 218 � 218 2D mesh and torus
networks can be marked by the DDPM. For a 3D mesh and
torus, the DDPM can mark 211 � 211 � 211 networks by
splitting the MF into three parts (233-node cluster). For the
hypercube, the whole MF can be used for the distance vector,
so the DDPM can mark a 38-cube hypercube (238-node
cluster). Table 3 summarizes these facts.

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS

6.1 Defending Attacks

Type I attack. As we showed in an example in Section 5.2,
GCM encrypts by using AES, with the CTR mode
considering a PSN as a counter. Since AES is considered
to be secure without any serious weakness until now, the
brute-force attack is believed to be the most effective attack.
When a 128-bit key is used, on the average, 2127 trials are
needed to find the key, which is infeasible in the foreseeable
future. Another concern is the multiple use of the same
PSN, since it will expose partial information of original
plaintexts even though the amount of information is not
much. Suppose E1 and E2 are two different ciphertexts
using the same counter C and the same secret key K. If a
hacker gets these two ciphertexts and XORs them, then he
will get an XOR of two original plaintexts by clearing out the
keystream.

In the QP-level key management, since a new session key
is assigned to a new communication session, the multiple
use of the same PSN will not cause this problem. However,
it does in the partition-level key management, since multi-
ple consumers will use the same key. To avoid the problem,
we propose that a 128-bit random number be created and
shared during a communication setup phase. The use of a
PSN, along with a random number, as an input to AES will
remove the concern, except when any two random numbers
happen to be the same, called collision. The probability
Pcollision that any two random numbers out of given n
integers with range [1, d] are the same is approximated as
follows [26]:

Pcollision ¼ 1� e�ðnðn�1ÞÞ=2d: ð1Þ

Suppose 210 nodes keep sending packets at their full speed
in 1X IBA (2.5 Gbps) for 10 years, and the average length of
packets is 1,024 bytes. During the time, around 261 random
numbers will be generated. Therefore,

Pcollision ¼ 1� e�ð261ð261�1ÞÞ=2129 � 0:0078:
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Fig. 6. An example of DDPM. When a packet traverses through
switches, each switch calculates the difference between its own
coordinate and a neighboring switch passing the packet. The difference
is added up to the current distance vector to update the MF. The
receiving node easily identifies the source node by subtracting (or
XORing) the distance vector from the receiving node’s position. Note that
this marking algorithm is robust to any adaptive routing algorithms that
allow looping, as shown in (a). (a) A 4 � 4 mesh. (b) A 3-hypercube.

TABLE 3
Scalability of Deterministic Distance Packet Marking Scheme



Considering the normal amount of traffic, Pcollision will be
far less than this approximation. Therefore, the proposed
encryption scheme will be secure in the foreseeable future.

Type II attack. Any MAC algorithms using a 32-bit MAC
can be used to remove a Type II attack. It is known that the
security strength of GCM is the same as the strength of its
block cipher AES [21], [7]. As Hellekalek et al. concluded that
pseudorandom numbers generated by AES are indistin-
guishable from real random numbers [20], a 32-bit tag
generated by GCM using AES is a near-random number.
Therefore, on the average, after 231 trials, a hacker can
successfully make an authentic MAC without a legitimate
key. In an IBA cluster with a 2.5-Gbps link, assuming that all
packets are 1,024 bytes long, 218 packets can be generated in
1 second. This means that it will take the hacker about less
than 3 hours to spoof a packet. However, note that the attacker
should send wrong MACs 231 times, on the average, before he
succeeds. These attacks can be detected by issuing an alert in
case of consecutive authentication errors.

Type III attack. The DDPM, as described in Section 5.4,
can trace back the original location of an attacking node,
which is robust to fake addresses.

Type IV attack. The SIF blocks DoS attacks that are using
illegal Keys.

6.2 Replay Attacks

In replay attacks, a hacker captures a packet carrying a
legitimate MAC and keeps sending it to disrupt the
network. Our authentication scheme is vulnerable to this
attack because the proposed scheme is a per-packet
authentication method. Therefore, repeated packets will
be considered as authentic due to the legitimate MAC.
Among possible approaches, time stamps can be deployed
in IBA clusters [27]. In the time stamps scheme, a sending
node inserts a time stamp into each packet, and a receiving
node checks whether this time stamp is sufficiently close to
the local time. For sure, the time stamps should be included
for generating MACs to prevent false time stamps. There
are two basic requirements to use this scheme. One is that
the communication nodes should be synchronized, and the
other is that each packet should have a space to carry a time
stamp. In a cluster system, the global time synchronization
is rather easy because time synchronization packets can be
broadcast periodically with a very short delay. Concerning
the space, as we mentioned in Section 5.4, the GRH can be
used in every packet, and some bits out of an MF can be
used to store a time stamp, as long as the rest of the MF bits
support the network. For example, a 4,096-node mesh
network requires 14 bits as an MF. Then, 24 bits can be used
as a time stamp space, and it will wrap around in 194 days
when the time granularity is second. If the network is huge,
and the administrator is more concerned about the replay
attack than Type III attack, then the source identification
scheme may be disabled, and the whole 38 bits can be used
for time stamps, which will make the wrap-around time
thousands of years.

6.3 Tamper-Resistant Storage

As we assumed before, each device has a tamper-resistant
storage. This storage is usually built by using battery-
backed RAM (BBRAM) [28]. Its contents will be instantly
zeroed by cutting off the power supply once a tamper is

detected. FIPS 140-1 recommends BBRAM to store sensitive
data [29]. The contents of BBRAM should be toggled
periodically because if the same data is stored for a long
time, then the contents can be imprinted into RAM. In
addition, each device should be hardwired to keep any
secret information on BBRAM only accessible through its
SM. Finally, all the secret keys stored in the device’s
BBRAM will be protected against any software and physical
attacks.

7 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

7.1 Simulation Testbed

Our IBA testbed includes packet-level switches and host CAs
compliant with the IBA specification [8]. For our experiments,
we simulated a 16-node network designed using five-port
switches. To simulate the Single Data Rate (SDR) and Double
Data Rate (DDR), we use high-bandwidth physical links of up
to 60 Gbps (DDR 12X). For the performance analysis, we use
the best effort traffic only.

7.2 Performance Slowdown by Encryption and
Authentication

To see the impact of encryption/authentication scheme,
we compare the end-to-end latency. All the delays of the
security operations are added up to the total latency. A
recent design of AES can encrypt 30 � 70 Gbps by using
0.18 �m complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS), with 80 ns of initial latency [30], [31]. We call
this initial latency the AES latency. This means that at the
sender in Fig. 3a, it takes one AES latency to get E½1� at
the first encryption. The subsequent encryptions till E½m�
are pipelined with no delay. According to [7], a parallel
implementation of multH can keep up with any pipelined
implementation of AES. Calculating Tag requires one
more multH latency because it should wait until the
completion of E½m� in our simulation. Therefore, we set
the total additional overhead to 320 ns per packet. We
assume that the lookup table time for the partition or QP-
level secret key is negligible. If there are a huge number
of QP-level secret keys, then it will be necessary to take
the lookup time into account.

Fig. 7a shows the overall network performance slow-
down incurred by encryption and authentication. No
Security represents the original IBA configuration, without
any security function enabled. In the Security configuration,
all encryption/authentication are enabled. As the packet
length increases from 64 bytes to 1,024 bytes, the average
latency decreases proportionally from 12.4 percent to
5.5 percent, 2.6 percent, 1.2 percent, and 0.7 percent, since
the additional delay is constant to the packet length.

To see the effect of our scheme on very high speed
networks, we simulate up to 60 Gbps (DDR 12X IBA). To
rule out the network congestion effect, we scaled down the
injection rate in high-speed networks. The packet length is
set to 256 bytes as default. As shown in Fig. 7b, the
proportion of security overhead is increasing because the
320-ns AES latency is not changing, whereas the average
network latency decreases. Even though our scheme incurs
more performance overhead proportionally in high-speed
IBA networks, the total additional latency is shorter than
1 �s, hopefully making our scheme still practical.
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7.3 SIF Simulation

To investigate the effectiveness of the SIF, we compare the

SIF with the DT and the IF. When DoS attacks are very rare

or not happening, the SIF is definitely the most efficient

because it induces no delay, whereas the DT and the IF

require constant additional delays, regardless of the

occurrence of DoS attacks. In the DT, all switch ports

compare each packet’s Key with the valid Keys stored in

switches, whereas in the IF, only ingress switch ports do so.

According to the IBA specification, each port can have at

most 32,768 P_Keys, so the maximum size of memory to

store all the P_Keys is 64 Kbytes because one P_Key is

16 bits long. Considering that the QP-level key management

can be enabled, and the number of QPs is much larger than

that of P_Keys, we assume that the size of storage for

holding all Keys is 1,024 Kbytes in our simulation.

According to a cache access model [32], a 1,024-Kbyte

SRAM memory can be accessed within 5 ns. Therefore, the

DT has a 5-ns additional delay at every switching port,
whereas the IF has the delay only at ingress ports.

We simulate a DoS attack in the middle of the simulation
and measure the average end-to-end delay in four config-
urations: Original, DT, IF, and SIF, as shown in Fig. 8a. The
simulation consists of four sets of simulations, varying the
input load from 40 percent to 70 percent. The first four bars
in the figure are tested with an input load of 40 percent, and
so forth. The first bar of each set shows the average end-to-
end latency under a DoS attack in the original configura-
tion. As the input load increases, the network performance
is further deteriorating. This is because the DoS attack
saturates the already heavily loaded network by injecting
more traffic, thus resulting in significant delays of normal
traffic. The second and third bars of each set show the
average delay of the DT and the IF. Since they block all
illegal traffic, their latencies are not affected by the attack.
However, redundant P_Key lookup table operations incur
some amount of delay. Especially, under the heavy traffic,
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Fig. 7. Performance slowdown due to security operations. (a) Security configuration where both encryption and authentication are enabled incurs a

relatively small overhead, ranging from 0.7 percent to 12.4 percent, compared to no security configuration. (b) As IBA network speed increases, the

performance overhead of the security configuration also increases proportionally. However, since the additional overhead is still nanoseconds scale,

the security configuration will be practical.

Fig. 8. Effect of SIF. (a) DT, IF, and SIF block DoS attacks successfully and show little difference in terms of total latency, except at the input load of
70 percent, where SIF shows the best performance. Note that since SIF is enabled only when there are active DoS attacks, SIF will show the best
performance in normal situations. (b) and (c) show the distribution of end-to-end latency. Since IF blocks all DoS traffic from coming into the IBA
network, there is no difference in the end-to-end latency, as shown in (b). However, SIF allows DoS traffic for a short time. Due to this, there are high
spikes of the end-to-end latency in (c). All static methods, DPT and IF, have to incur a constant overhead, regardless of the occurrence of DoS
attacks.



their filtering overhead results in a longer delay than the
SIF. The fourth bar is showing the performance of SIF. Note
that the SIF enables port filtering only when a DoS attack is
active. Therefore, with SIF, there is a delay to register an
illegal Key in appropriate ingress ports after detecting the
illegal key. During the time, the attack affects other normal
traffic even though its overhead is small. Fig. 8c shows that
the SIF blocks the traffic instantly, but the delay results in
high spikes of end-to-end latency in the middle of the
simulation. In contrast, the IF in Fig. 8b does not have such
variations. This explains that the average latencies of the SIF
for the input loads with 50 percent and 60 percent are
slightly longer than those of the DT and the IF.

However, even with this effect, the SIF in the 70 percent
input load shows the best performance. This implies that
the ingress filtering in the DT and the IF schemes can make
a tangible effect on heavily loaded networks. Standard
deviations of the SIF at 40 percent and 50 percent input
loads are around 14 and 11, standing higher than those of
the DT and the IF, around 5 and 8, due to the short-lived
DoS attack. However, at the high load of up to 70 percent,
standard deviations for all methods become much bigger
because of high traffic.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper addresses a security provisioning framework for
a secure IBA. We have argued that the security vulnerability
inside IBA can be a serious problem and proposed a
comprehensive framework to enhance IBA security in view
of confidentiality, authentication, and availability. For
confidentiality and authentication, we proposed the parti-
tion-level and QP-level secret key management schemes
and showed how IBA accommodates GCM, with minor
modifications to the IBA specification. For better avail-
ability, we proposed a SIF scheme, which is enabled only
when there is a DoS attack by using invalid IBA Keys. The
packet marking algorithms further improve the availability
by identifying source nodes instantly.

The important conclusions of this work are the follow-
ing. First, we elaborated on the IBA Key exposure problem
and simulated possible DoS attacks inside IBA cluster
systems. Simulation results showed that the overall
performance can be affected significantly. Second, we also
showed that the overall performance overhead by adopting
an encryption and authentication algorithm into IBA
clusters can be as low as 0.7 percent. Considering the
security strength of GCM with AES, our scheme improves
the security of IBA significantly with marginal performance
degradation. Third, our SIF incurs a low performance
overhead by being active only when necessary. Further-
more, our source identification algorithm successfully
identifies real attackers in large irregular networks and
huge regular networks having 236 nodes with a 2D mesh
and torus topology or 238 nodes with a hypercube topology.

We are currently examining a number of possible
extensions of this work. First, we would like to implement
our ideas and build a real testbed. Second, we will extend our
research to other cluster interconnects like Quadrics, Myrinet,
and Gigabit Ethernet. Since they have common constraints
such as the speed limitation on security operations, the

hardware approach used in this research will be applicable to

other interconnects. Third, in a very large-sized IBA cluster,

the number of QP-level secret keys become so big that its

lookup time is expected to become longer. For this, we are

investigating a fast secret key management with architectural

support. Last, since the OS can get much benefit from the

proposed secure IBA for better cluster security, we plan to

investigate this possibility.
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